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We need quantum mechanics to understand photosynthesisWe need quantum mechanics to understand photosynthesis



What makes a bunch of molecules
different to a living organism?
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Settle humans on Mars in a decade

Technology outsourced

Project crowd-funded
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“Mars One Ventures valued at ~US$ 400 million on Frankfurt Stock Exchange”

- Swiss Commercial Register, March 2017



2018: SpaceX Mars
cargo mission

2025: 1st human
mission to Mars

2025: NASA
crewed asteroid
landing

2030’s: Crewed
missions to Mars

2028: Lockheed
Martin plans to
send humans to
orbit Mars

Boeing Claims it will
reach Mars before
SpaceX, Musk Says
‘Bring it on’





“They said it couldn't be done,
until, of course, you did it”

- Former NASA shuttle manager Wayne Hale

(2016)





Surrey Satellite Tech.
Ltd.:

CONTRACTED FOR
TWO SATELLITES



Astrobotic Tech:

POTENTIAL
ROVER SUPPLIER
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“Soil from Martian surface

contains ~2% water by weight”

- Mars Curiosity Rover (2013)

Abundance of volcanic features &

cratering strong evidence for

variety of ores on Mars



50m2 for crops grown

hydroponically with LED lighting



Living on Mars will
revolutionise the way

we use and think
about resources

Living on Mars will
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“It always seems
impossible until it’s done.”

- Nelson Mandela



Earth’s resources are finite,

while population grows exponentially



Technology is developing,

at an unprecedented rate



Quantum mechanics
is our most fundamental theory of reality



Space is the next frontier of human activity



Quantum security

Droneport project

Solar desalination

Asteroid mining

Smart farming

BIG data astronomy

Blockchain

INNOVATION
at SAP AFRICA



SOLAR DESALINATION

Jellyfish DNA & mangrove roots Graphene-based salt seive



SMART FARMING

Data is a key ingredient to optimising food production



BIG DATA ASTRONOMY

“Will be the world’s
largest data generator
at 160 TB per second”



ASTEROID MINING

A multi-trillion dollar mining industry off of Earth?

Platinum estimated at 60 ppm



LIBRARY ON THE MOON

A million year information repository beneath the surface of the Moon



Solar cities

The
Voorschoten

entered
Saldanha Bay
in 1688 in the
midst of gale

force wind and
heavy seas, with
the Marais family

onboard



“A species far-wandering and equipped for distant migrations, through
inborn wanderlust or otherwise, would always have a better chance

than one confined.”
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